
Hi = good afternoon – my name is Steve and I’m from the UN Environment World 
Conservation Monitoring Centre.  My colleague 

So many thanks for having me here and over the next few slides I would like to present 
some work we have been doing with Jan-Erik and Kremena, my colleague Katherine and 
SYKE in Finland looking at eh role Copernicus could play in supporting European efforts 
on ecosystem accounting. 

Very much aware that this is EEA data and our work is a rapid assessment of how this 
can be used to support ecosystem accounting

We very much invite feedback from you guys, who are more familiar with the data, to 
help refine initial findings.
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The System of Environmental-Economic Accounting - Experimental Ecosystem 
Accounting (SEEA-EEA) provides the measurement framework for building 
ecosystem accounts

It is grounded in a spatially explicit and time series based approach.

This experimental framework characterises ecosystems on the basis of their 
extent and a set of condition characteristics (stock) and their ability to deliver 
ecosystem services (flow) at different points in time.                          

The figure below sets out these core bio-physical ecosystem accounting modules 
(in green) and a set of associated accounting themes (in orange) of specific 
environmental management and policy interest.  

The testing of this framework is being implemented in Europe under the KIP INCA 
project, jointly between the EEA, JRC and DG Env.

What we are interested in discussing today is the role Copernicus produts and 
services can play in providing regular, consistent information to allow calculation 
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of the core bio-physical ecosystem extent, condition and services supply and use
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The Copernicus programe provides a ready source of data to inform the 
compilation of the core bio-physical ecosystem accounts we are interested in 
under KIP-INCA.

We understand Copernicus to comprise of three programmes of activity - Space, 
Services and In-situ 

And Earth Observation is specifically related to the use of satellite data to provide 
data products and services - this diagram tries to set out where such data can 
support ecosystem accounting for extent condition and services

In addition, to develop a more holistic appreciation of these ecosystem themes, a 
wider range of data sources and parameters need to be considered.  These 
include other EO data, such as from water flow monitoring stations, drones and 
traditional in-situ measurement (e.g., LUCAS, biodiversity surveys, forest 
inventories, soil analyses). We are hoping, the Copernicus services and in-situ 
activities can also inform on these
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Over the past weeks we have completed a rapid assessment of the potential for 
Copernicus to inform ecosystem accounting.

In order to help organise this assessment we developed this preliminary list to help 
direct the selection and organisation of parameters for which Copernicus data is 
available under different accounting themes.

*The specific demand category is a development from the spreadsheet we shared with 
you guys

The ecosystem extent categories reflect common data identified in the literature

Condition refelects a combination of the CICES Cascade diagram and MAES 
recommendations

Services is based on broad CICES divisions and also the notion of demand (this was 
added over the last couple of days)
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As the Copernicus products and services are user orientated their metadata is readily 
accessible – this allowed us to quickly compile information on the cheacteristics of the 
data provided that we felt was of most relevance for ecosystem accounting –

This includes – (Describe)

Our a prori assumption is that Copernicus can meet these cahllenges!
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• Changing all ready – for instance a new set of data on HRLs on water and wetness 
and small woody features

** This was based on a rapid assessment of the data between Brian and I – would 
benefit from review in the future from those more familiar with the data

*** This was based on our superficial understanding of th data -> data providers will 
have a far greater appreciation of these potentials.
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This is the broad layout – see there are separate tabs for extent, condition and services –
each provides an assessment of links of data to these accounts, thematic limitations and 
targets and possibilities for improvement for ecosystem accounting purposes.  

Lets take condition as an example and look in more detail
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Describe what we see is info on the dataset, a high level description and the match level 
and relevant parameter category for the account – this coarse assessment yields some 
preliminary findings with respect to the potential for the Copernicus products and 
services to inform ecosystem accoutig
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Describe breakdown

Important to note that a number of these products and services are nested – for 
example 12 out of the 29 datasets  represent Corrine Land Cover time series and change 
observations, plus their underlying image mosaics
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Dominated by structural indicators – very little data n pressures (these are population 
based) and limited data on biodiversity (these are actually Natural 2000 and Ripiran
cover too)
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No data on cultural services Supply….
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Describe what we see is info metadata taken directly from the Copernicus services 
website that is relevant to understanding the needs for ecosystem accouting in Europe
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Describe what we see is info on the dataset, a high level description and the match level 
and relevant parameter category for the account

We also identify if the product pertains to a certain type of MAES ecosystem or is cross-
cutting – this is example is cross cutting with some obvious restrictions.
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In situ data is an observation data, which currently is not centralised available for service 
providers. Each service provide need make contracts with service providers .
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SK1 Do we delete this?  It may overlap quite a lot with the other presentation.
Steven King, 13/04/2018
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SK2 Just focus on Cords?
Steven King, 13/04/2018
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